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Good afternoon everyone!

We've been continuing our
work in both the plant beds
and the plot, shoring up our
tomatoes for the ever
increasing weight. As you can
see, they've become
substantial in height so we've
employed this grid tying to
distribute the weight evenly
between the poles. Notice how
the undergrowth has plenty of
room to breathe around the
hay below. We certainly don't
want any mildew and there
needs to be room and/or
balanced sunlight around the
zucchini and blue lakes.
Judging by the flowers we've

seen, they like it a lot!
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Our buckwheat we planted has taken very well to the soil. Having these around
the edges not only feeds the soil nutrients but it will develop a root system
capable of protecting from erosion. We've done the same around the edges to
our newest raised bed which will hold our squash (and greens?). The mound of
dirt and wood have been staggered to the side in a mini swale fashion to trap
rainwater overflow in the trench. We took care to ensure that it would be well
contained in a manner following the natural flow. This will protect it from
drowning out plants further down the plot since we are on a bit of a slope here.



We still have lots to do as we look for funding assistance. While bureaucracy
delays, not a day goes by that we don't adjust, plant or dig something. Our
beans will be the next thing going into the dirt and then onward to the greens
we'll go. We won't stop moving because no plant can wait and it's just not the
nature of farming. But watching the flourishing plants excites us and continues
to give us hope. The reward of being a part of their life cycle is well worth it; it's
one of the things we're more than happy to share with you. We'll take you every
step of the way.

Thank you and stay tuned for the next update!

3 Visions Farm,

▪ Celena
Meland
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